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EU, US AND UK PARASITES GOING BUST!
MNN. Sep. 16, 2011. Those criminals who murder and plunder the world are
eventually removed by nature. Their actions violate the natural world.
EU Eurozone and its US and UK co-conspirators existed by leeching off the labor
and resources of Indigenous people worldwide. They invaded, built infrastructures
and sent their people to run them. Then the targets got a bill with inflated interest
rate which they couldn’t pay. War and oppression ensued and the people and their
land were taken, exploited and destroyed.
EU-US-UK money junkies are the enforcers of the theft of our resources and forcing
us to work for next to nothing. The imperialists think the minerals and oil that lie
under us belong to them.
EU-US-UK’s concern is the “risk of a vicious circle between sovereign debt, bank
funding and negative growth” at home and abroad. EU creates paper called money,
backed by the military, to run the world economy.
These crooks try to dominate us by persuasion, intimidation, bribes, fear,
destabilization, denial of liberty, force, war, death and occupation.
Old fashioned colonialism is not working. EU-US-UK cannot pay their bills. Their
infrastructures look almost like bombed out war zones. Their rusting, crumbling
bridges, roads and ports reflect a dying empire.
They are looking for other ways to steal from us and make us work for nothing. The
US suggests getting rough and tough with us!!!
We are resisting. We are a negotiating block to be reckoned with. The larger imperial
powers can’t set the agenda and try to sell it to us by threats and sweeteners.
We want freedom, protection of the environment, agriculture and to hang onto our
resources and possessions. They want these for themselves, without taking care of
or sharing it.
To run their international corruption, amoral bankers and their degenerate corporation
buddies have to keep us in line, which is no longer possible.
“A further reinforcement of bank resources is advisable”, meaning more worthless
money has to be printed and shoved down our throats to make us give up our
possessions.
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Global finance is in trouble. Their fantasy of a planetary financial dictatorship is
shattering. EU-US-UK are warning us they can attack, hurt and kill us if we keep
resisting.
An anti-banking insurrection has started. These panicking empires are dying and
becoming third world countries. They want war, not peace.
Constant warfare is unnatural. Nature will remain no matter what! Those who don’t
conform to the natural way are doomed.
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Communal Culture: Don’t Worry, Be Happy
MNN Sep. 11, 2011. According to a recent study, the short allele in the serotonin
that transports genes makes communal people more prone to depression. The long
alleled people tend to be leaders and standouts. They are anxious loners, another
form of depression.
Sharon Jayson of USA TODAY and Sujata Gupta of Psychology Today wrote about a
study in 29 countries by Northwestern University in Evanston Ill on how culture may
shape genes.
Most people of color carry the short allele. When they leave their people, they can
become depressed. To protect themselves, they don’t stray from their group. Or
they join a similar group. Immigrants from faraway places may be prone to
depression, as they don’t have access to their group.
Psychologist Joan Chiao, said communal cultures value social harmony and working
together. Such cultures protect individuals with depression.
Is that why the Mohawk ironworkers came home every weekend? If they remained
part of or in contact with their people, were they protecting themselves from
depression?
Highly individualistic cultures such as the USA and Western Europe "value
uniqueness over harmony”, having their way rather than agreement or
understanding. They see themselves as unique from the group. They don’t see the
communal perspective.
Members of individualistic cultures have a need to assert their leadership over others
or force them to submit to them. If they can’t control or be superior to somebody,
they become anxious. Their own people don’t jump to their aid.
Western culture is more concerned with "me". Communal cultures focus on "we."
They think communal cultures should be changed.
When a group must work together as equals to survive, Westerners may find
themselves alone. Who would listen to them, look after them or do the work for
them?
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In the end, will they try to eat us, as depicted in the movies “The Road” or “Alive”?
These films were long allele responses to apocalyptic events. The white people
lacked the natural urge to take on a group identity.
The fast decreasing Western population fear having no one to dominate. In a
catastrophe [probably of their own making] their victims may turn their back on them.
Have long allele people become expendable? Is nature weeding out those who have
harmed the earth?
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Pervy Kinsey was no love doctor.
MNN Sept. 7, 2011. The natural center of Indigenous society are the women.
Everyone is equal and has a voice. The mind is independent. The Europeans
developed a system where a boss orders around scared obedient people.
Pure sex is a known creative impulse. The state wanted to stimulate and control
sexual energy from birth, to destroy free will and conscience. Sex had to become
perverted and guilt-ridden.
Dr. Albert C. Kinsey, a eugenicist, [1894-1956] researched sex in males and females
at Indiana University. The government funded him through several foundations,
Rockefeller and Carnegie and Hugh Hefner. They later funded the change to the
education system.
Kinsey falsely stated that no sexual behavior with infants, children and animals is
abnormal. It is natural to the human animal from birth.
He published two books in 1948 and 1953 on his findings. Media was blitzed. Books
on the sexual revolution advocated abolishing sex crimes and that predators get
therapy, instead of life terms or execution.
His unethical research lead to altering laws that once protected women, children and
marriage.
Kinsey worked with Nazi pedophile, Dr. Fritz Von Balluseck, for over 30 years,
before, during and after WW II. Nazis extensively studied abuse of children.
Kinsey worked closely with an American pedophile [Rex King] for over 20 years.
King reported his sexual abuses of over a thousand victims.
Kinsey never reported them to the authorities. He designed technical reporting
systems for them to provide him with minute details of their sexual abuse of children
from 2 months to 16 years of age. They said that infants and children are orgasic.
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During the 1930s Canada invited Nazi doctors to experiment on Indigenous children
who were attending church run residential schools. 55,000 perished. We were their
guinea pigs while churches were protected.
Marriage was seen as power and ownership by patriarchal society rooted in
capitalism. The state wanted to solidify its power.
Perverted sex was used to control advancement, innovation, winning in games of
dominance and class; and to compel people to carry out war and aggression for their
masters. Winners are rewarded and losers are punished.
The normal “firewall” against moral corruption had to be eroded to divert and direct
the sexual impulse.
A culture of greed, sensual pleasure and perpetual dissatisfaction was designed and
directed at young people.
They were shown how much to enjoy, the desires they can give into, how many
sexual partners they can have, provocative dressing, walking and talking and the
computer games and phones they need. They were encouraged to let down their
guard and rejoice in immorality.
Critical thinking had to be bypassed. Education changed from analytical thinking to
the dog training rote learning method.
The central government took over education, media and all influential institutions.
Government funds were tied to including Kinsey’s corrupt secret findings in the basic
design, especially in early childhood development. Teachers were retrained.
Sex education had been taught by parents. The state took over using graphic erotic
material. Sexual diseases and disfunction skyrocketed.
Kinsey put one chapter in the 1948 Report “Sexual Development of the Male” on
pedophilia.
Judith Reisman in “Kinsey: Crimes and Consequences” exposed his scientific fraud,
criminology and abuse of thousands of vulnerable babies and young boys.
Government probably knew he was depraved. They needed his knowledge.
His twisted fantasies were the basis for the 1955 “Model Penal Code” MPC which
reduced prison sentences for 52 major sex crimes; and the development of the sex
education curricula after WW II. Crime quadrupled. Social and legal systems remain
gravely damaged.
The goal was to destroy free will and women as the center of the family.
In the 50s unwholesome media fare, mainstream porn, erotic and violence based
entertainment and games, drugs and alcohol were aimed at young minds.
The Sexual Revolution was based on bogus sex data by a sadistic bihomosexual
psychopath. He lobbied to bring together big sexology, big porn and big pharma to
create the global Sex Industrial Complex.
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Our ancestors told us that such people without natural affection are not
Ongwehonwe, real human beings. We were to keep our distance.
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